April 15, 2012

Dear Homeowners of Camella I & II, St. Michael and Mother Earth,
Subject: Las Pinas Friendship Route
The officers of the homeowners associations of Camella Homes I & II, St. Michael and Mother
Earth held a meeting on April 14, 2012 to discuss common concerns, particularly security and
safety, regarding the Las Pinas City Friendship Route passing our subdivisions that was officially
opened on March 12, 2012 from 5:00 AM to 10:30 PM and everyday thereafter. The following
were agreed upon in the said meeting:
1. Only vehicles with stickers of Camella Homes I & II, St. Michael Subdivision and Mother
Earth Subdivision and those with Las Pinas City Friendship stickers will be allowed
entrance at Mother Earth gate and the new bridge connecting Camella and Happyville.
2. Vehicles of visitors without the above mentioned stickers will be allowed entry provided
the driver surrenders his/her license to the guard who will issue him/her a vehicle pass.
3. Since the friendship route is opened only from 5am to 10:30pm, vehicles with
Friendship stickers but without stickers of either Mother Earth, St. Michael or Camella I
& II will not be allowed entry at Mother Earth gate from 10:31 PM to 4:59 AM. The gate
at the Camella bridge is permanently closed/locked at this time.
4. Pedestrians, motorcycle riding and bicycle riding individuals shall be challenged by the
guards at Mother Earth and Camella bridge to ensure that they are residents of the
communities mentioned above or visitors with legitimate business with our
homeowners. Otherwise, passersby will not be allowed for security and safety reasons.
It is already common knowledge that petty crimes are being committed in our
subdivisions by pedestrians, motorcycle and bicycle riding individuals and we cannot be
complacent.
We appeal to you, fellow homeowners, to extend your utmost cooperation in the
implementation of these rules which are meant to protect our community, property and our
family from unscrupulous elements. If you have any complaint in the manner the guards
implement these rules, please bring it to the attention of your respective homeowners
association. Please do not bully the guards who are instructed to do their jobs, to avoid
confrontation.
To those who have the Las Pinas City Friendship sticker but have no sticker yet of either
Camella I & II, St. Michael or Mother Earth, please secure your respective vehicle sticker to be
able to enter Mother Earth gate from 10:31 PM to 4:59 AM. This will be strictly implemented
starting May 1, 2012.
Thank you.
(signed)
TERESITA MIAVE
President, St. Michael Homeowners Asso.

(signed)
DOROTHY ABANILLA
President, Mother Earth Homeowners Asso.

(signed)
CESAR LORZANO
President, Camella I & II Homeowners Asso.

